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To: Choi, Esther
Cc: Elsborg, Carsten C; Tyree Mullaney; Mersereau, Jaclyn
Subject: RE: MV2021L1-0009 Mackenzie Withdrawal Location
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Hi Esther, 

Thanks for contacting me about this change and for providing the information and map. Both the Board
and I are fine with this withdrawal point location change, seeing that the water source is an approved
one. 

Please proceed with your plans below, and don’t hesitate to contact me with any other licence related
questions, or requests.  

Regards,

Wendy Bidwell
Senior Water Resource Officer
ENR-GNWT
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Hi Wendy,
 
Thanks for taking my call. As discussed, in the snip below, our water license has the Mackenzie River as an
approved water source at the coordinates (61.52791, -120.624954) shown by the orange marker (the intent at
the time of application was to communicate that the Mackenzie River was the desired water source). After the
site visit last fall and engaging with the community, it was decided that the water haul trucks and withdrawal
point should be located at the coordinates (61.526594, -120.624212) shown by the white marker, ~150m south
of the orange marker. I have also attached the survey plan of the water access location represented by the
white marker.
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Could you please confirm that withdrawing water from the coordinates (61.526594, -120.624212) shown by
the white marker is not an issue?
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks,
 
Esther Choi, E.I.T. (she/her)
Project Manager
Environment & Property Solutions, Imperial
505 Quarry Park Blvd SE 
esther.choi@esso.ca    P 587.476.1493 C 587.888.7036
imperialoil.ca  |  Twitter  |  YouTube
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